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1. An executive summary of the project:

2. A description of the location (City(s), County(s), etc.), proposed service areas, parners
involved and anticipated improvements.
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3. Goals of the project and community need to address including whether the proposed area is
unserved or economically distressed or what the compelling need is, if served.

4. The proposed infrastruture and access improvements planned, including the number of
proposed connected premisees and community anchor institutions, businesses, or other
organizations and the recipients to be served by the project.
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5. The short and long-term investment benefit to the community and service area proposed.


	1: 
	0: DLS Enterprises, LLC is a 100% female owned and majority operated business that prides itself on recognizing niche needs in community and industry. Lindsey Stansbury, owner, understands first-hand the need for reliable and fast broadband while she homeschools her children, and operates her business remotely. Seeing this need go unmet for the majority of the rural community she is part of, she aims to bridge the gap of reliability by bringing Fiber To The Home (FTTH) for this area.

DLS Enterprises, LLC (d/b/a South Central Broadband) has determined Phase I of establishment of a fiber optics network will require a $1.5 million investment to install approximately 28 miles of rural fiber optics network and 20 mile of town build for 2 municipalities, and 3 unincorporated communities, plus service drops and entrances and provide a central office structure in the communities of Argonia and Norwich.

South Central Broadband (SCB) intends to focus on the rural residences, businesses and organizations that often remain unserved due to their location outside of city limits. Through the survey of residents, organizations, municipalities and businesses, it has become evident that there is general unreliability of current providers, at a high cost for quality of product. Utilizing FTTH for the entirety of the project, and pricing and plans competitive to current options, SCB is confident that this project will answer the needs of the communities in this area.
	1: SCB's mission is to provide reliable, high-speed FTTH internet services to rural south central Kansas residents, schools, municipalities, and businesses through installation of current underground fiber optics technology. Argonia, Norwich, Danville, Milton & Suppesville proper, and the surrounding rural premisis within 1/2-1 mile of the project route (spanning Sumner, Sedgwick, Kingman, Harper counties) are included in Phase I of the project.

Through survey of the communities & rural area, and petitioning of area partners, DLSE/SCB has been provided with partnership letters of support from DLS Underground (their sister company), BanCentral of Kansas, Argonia and Norwich municipalities.

DLSE's sister company, DLS Underground, will use their extensive experience in fiber infrastructure installation to complete this project. DLS Underground will also finance material costs, provide administrative help and office space for initial project deployment. Additionally, DLSU is investing $50,000 cash as working capital for SCB.

Argonia and Norwich municipalities have unanimously agreed to support this project through mutually beneficial project deployment as it adheres to franchise agreements and local ordinance.

	Text1: 
	1: SCB will utilize the vast experience of DLS Underground to lay the infrastructure for this project. DLS Underground has worked in the fiber industry for years, contracting with area broadband, wireless, and telephone companies to lay the infrastructure necessary for various community projects. Now, SCB and DLS Underground will work together to lay Fiber to the Home and offer competitively priced & reliable service plans for all those in the proposed project area. 

The expected route will run east of Danville, KS on US Highway 160 to the one mile east of the City of Argonia, Kansas. The plan builds a fiber optics network in the Argonia community and continuing east from Argonia on Highway 160 one mile to Eden Road. This route will turn on Eden Road and run north to Parallel Avenue. From there the route will continue toward Milton, KS. Following the construction of the Milton network, the route will continue north to Kansas State Highway 42. At the junction of Argonia Road and Kansas Highway 42, the network will include the unincorporated rural community of Suppesville, and continue west on Kansas Highway 42 through the rural town of Norwich, Kansas. Building the network for the community of Norwich, KS will complete the end of the route for Phase I. The rural route between communities will include fiber optics lines along country roads up to two miles east and west the length of the route. This network will be available to approximately 584 residences in the Phase 1 target area, includes two school districts, (Argonia USD #359, and Norwich USD #331), two municipalities, 3 unincorporated communities, appx. 40 businesses, 25 organizations, multiple church communities, 2 health care centers, assisted living facility, airport, and historical sites.
	0: South Central Broadband expects to be approved for a $750,000 grant which will fund 50% of Phase I project construction. This grant award will fund the ability for SCB to include rural residences and businesses outside of city limits, which are currently excluded from larger companies similar projects, due to financial feasibility & profit. These residents and business owners are integral parts to the surrounding municipalities, schools and organizations, yet have little or no option for reliable internet service at their homes. SCB's short term goal is to lay the ground-work for an inclusive network, and begin connecting these residences identified along the service route. Long term, SCB intends to continue extending infrastructure to more remote locations in the area, as grant money for this very type of effort continues to be awarded.

Additionally, economic distress is a factor SCB has recognized and considered. Traditionally, families that were unable to incur the cost of internet access were left with no solution. With the demands of pandemic induced remote learning and business operations, this is no longer acceptable. To ensure that all children and families have access to internet service, SCB has committed to providing free reliable Hot Spot access in central areas of each community.  SCB not only will offer more complete service packages but will also set rates competitive with current service options. Their promise to offer a free Hot Spot ensures that no one is left without necessary internet service due to economic uncertainty or distress. With SCB's plan, every citizen will have the option for more reliable, faster, and more cost-effective internet access.



	Text2: Short Term: With $750,000 grant funding, SCB will be able to immediately deploy Phase I of their project. As stated above, not only is there beneficial economic impact for citizens, but rural residences traditionally excluded from similar projects will be included. Phase I lays the ground-work for total area connectivity, while bringing service immediately to those 1/2-1 mile off the main line. With Phase I in place, communities will finally be able to enjoy inclusive internet access, with a thoughtfully considered plan to offer competitively priced, higher quality service, while offering a free Hot Spot to those unable to purchase their own service. 

Long Term: As additional grant funds become available, SCB will be able to deploy Phase II of their project, connecting the remaining remote residences and expanding their network to additional rural communities in the area (as projected in the exhibits uploaded). To demonstrate their forward thinking, SCB has already drafted these plans and await funding opportunities as they become available, and as Phase 1 is completed. Phase II is expected to be initiated no later than December of 2023. Should profitability of the Phase I project exceed expectations, the timeframe for Phase II construction may be accelerated.


